Our proprietary composite blends have become one of our trademarks. Incredibly versatile and durable, each piece is hand cast and finished and will pass through at least eight pairs of hands before being finally packed for dispatch.

**AMALFINE™ FINISHES - CARE INSTRUCTIONS**

Every piece is unique with its own individually crafted character and charm. All composites are made from a closely guarded blend of resins, mixed with core ingredients as listed below. Amalfine™ products are suggested for internal use only.

**ALUPEWT (AP)**
As the name would indicate a blend of cold cast aluminium and pewter plus one or two other hidden ingredients, deeply polished for over seven hours to ensure a long, long lasting sheen. If used regularly will require very little maintenance. Can be cleaned with warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax or polish. For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

**BLACK BRONZE (BB)**
A deep metallic black created by mixing real bronze with dyed marble, highly polished and extremely durable. The bronze may dull with time but can be revived by cleaning with Brasso or other brass cleaning fluids. Finish with furniture wax or polish on a soft rag. For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

**BONE (BN)**
Dyed marble, sealed and hand finished, a versatile finish that will suit most settings. Co-ordinating products should be batch made to ensure consistency. Can be cleaned with warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax or polish. Only available on flat and smooth designs

**COCOA (CO)**
Dyed marble, stained and polished to produce a beautiful, subtle, rich dark finish reminiscent of Bakelite. Highly versatile in many styles. If used regularly will require very little maintenance. Can be cleaned with warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax or polish. For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

**SAND (SA)**
Made with real bronze to produce a beautiful, rich metallic patina. The bronze may dull with time but can be revived by cleaning with Brasso or other brass cleaning fluids. Finish with furniture wax or polish on a soft rag. For designs with greater detail a toothbrush will assist in cleaning.

**SILVER BRONZE (SB)**
Dyed marble blend, hand finished to produce an incredible facsimile of shagreen (shark or sting ray skin). Can be cleaned with warm soapy water and finished with furniture wax or polish. A toothbrush will assist cleaning between the scales.

We are able to produce both custom designs and finishes within the Amalfine™ range of products. Subject to minimum value of order, please contact our sales department for further details.